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 If the game is set to a low fps framerate it will not . But it is a big fix. Fixed bug where “Current player” wasnt reacting to the “Owns” marker when the player is spectating. Fixed bug where the camera focus was out of focus when firing units. Fixed bug where units would fire to each other when using zooming. The fog of war system is broken in S.T.A.L.K.E.R. when not in a zoom mode. It will not
work to zoom out the camera when not in a zoom mode. The fog of war system does not work to zoom in when not in a zoom mode. If the game is set to low fps, the fog of war system does not work at all. We recommend that you set fps to 200 or higher. the fog of war system uses the previous fov version, which is why it does not work to zoom when the game is set to low fps. The fog of war system
only works in a zoom mode. If you zoom in, the fog of war becomes a function of your zoom, and not the framerate. It is necessary to . The fog of war system is unstable in low fps. There is an option to disable the fog of war system in low fps mode. Use this option to avoid it, and the effects will be unstable. If the game is set to low fps, the fog of war system does not work. Use this option to avoid it,
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